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-~This report contains an analysis of three 9ost launch 
evasion strategies. The purpose of the analysis is to provide 
equations that can be used with values determined by other 
means to obtain a conservative estimate of the relative e:fec-
tiveness of the three strategies under specified conditions. 
The measure of effectiveness that is used in the analysis is 
the probability that, because of the localization resulting 
from a launch, a launching submarine will be damaged by au 
opponent's weapon. The effectiveness of an evasion strat~gy 
depends on the number of weapons that will be used by an 
opponent against an evading submarine and on the time and the 
location at their detonation. The effectiveness also depends 
on the weapon damage range and the maximum evasion speed. 
Factors which constrain the number of weapons that could be 
used by an opponent and the maximum evasion speed of a sub-
marine and factors which determine weapon damage range are 
not considered in the analysis. The number of weapons, the 
weapon damage range and the maximum evasion speed are para-
meter values that must be determined from other sources in 
order to use the equations that determine the value of the 
measure of effectiveness for the three strategies. 
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The post launch threat model that is used ~or ::1e analysis 
in this report is d~fined by the following assumptions: Detec-
tion of an acoustic, visual or infrared transient signal asso-
ciated with a ballistic missile launch and the precise locali-
zation of the launch point by an opponent is certain. A launch 
signal jeopardizes a launching submarine to the degree that the 
submarine is localized by its detection. In particular, after 
a launch, at a time unknown to the launching submarine, an 
opponent will precisely place and simultaneously detonate n 
weapons in the launch area and each weapon wil! have a damage 
radius equal to re. Launch area geography will not restrict 
a launching submarine's choice of an evasive motion strategy 
to diminish this threat. However, the opponent knows a sub-
marine's maximum evasion speed uM, the submarine's evasive 
motion strategy, and the delay time t between missile launch 
and weapon detonation. Consequently, at weapon detonation, 
the launching submarine's poisition will be known by the oppo-
nent to be on a disc whose boundary is a localization circle 
of radius uMt that is centered on the launch site. 
The analysis in the following sections is applicable to a 
cruise missile launch as well as to a ballistic missile launch. 
However, for cruise missile launch one might want to consider 
uncertain detection of the launch signals. One might ilso need 
to cons id.er the possibility of remote launch from an ejected 
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capsule launch container. In this case, 
condition that the submarine's .location 
was known would be required. 
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The first <:vasion moLiou StL·ategy is based on c:1e c!:'icer-
ion: A-c. the time of wedpon ?lacernent make your bearing ::ro:-:1 
the launch site as uncertain as possible and make your rang~ 
from the laun~h site dS large as possible. It is defined as 
follows: After missile launch, move away from the launch site 
at an optimum depth and at an evasion speed equal to uM on a 
course chcsen so that each c~urse between 000° and 360' is 
equally likely. The first weapon placement strategy is based 
on the criterion: Make pas large as possible given a launch-
ing submaLine uses the first motion strategy. It is defined 
as follows: At an optimum depth, plase n weapons at points on 
a circle that is centered on the launch site and is of radius 
Choose the points so that weapon damage 
circles do not overlap. This implies that weapons are placed 
at the cent~rs of nonincerseccing chords of the launching 
submarine's localization circle of length 2rc Consequently, 
each weapon damage circle encloses an arc of lenqth 
s = 2(uMt) sin-l (r /uut) on the launching submarine's ~~cali-
L C (•1 
zation circle; and this is the maximum arc len9th that can be 
enclosed by a weapon damage circle. The geomecry for a single 
weapon is shown in Figure 1. Since the location of the launch-
ing submarine is equally likely to ue at any point un tiie 
lo~alization circle, the probability that the launching s~b-
marine will be on or within the weapon damage circle is 
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Figure 1. The first weapon placement strategy geometry ~or 
a single weapon. 
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deter::iined by the fol lowing equation: 
( l) !? = (n/-ir) 
. -1 
Sl.ll (r /u\lt) 
C • 
given the weapon placement strategy can be implemented. A 
necessary and sufficient condition £01 this is that 
n sin-1 (r /uMt) < TT. By analysis in Reference 1, it is shown 
C 1 -
that in the sense of game theory, for n = 1 and 
uMt//2 <re< uMt' the first motion strategy a~d the first 
weapon placement strategy are the solutions to the ;ame estab-
lished by the threat model. The analysis also implies that 
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IV. The Se~ond Evasi·1-2 >lotion Strate9y 
The second evasive motion st~ategy is based on the criter-
ion: Mdke your positl.on at ti1e time of the weapon placement 
as uncertain as possible. For the second evasive motion stra-
tegy, a launching submarine's position will be uniformly dis-
tributed on a disc of radius uMt that is centered on the launch 
site. It differs from the first evasive motion strategy in 
that, in addition to its course, the submarine's speed is also 
a random quantity. Its distribution, which is triangular, is 
described in Appendix 1. The second weapon placement strategy 
is based on the criterion: Make pas large as possible given 
a launching submarine uses the second motion strategy. It is 
defined as follows: Place n weapons at points on or within a 
circle of radius uj\,.t - r that is centered on the launch site n C 
subject to the constraint that weapon damage circles cannot 
overlap. For che second evasive motion strategy, at the time 
of weapon detonation a launching submarine is located at a 
random point which is uniformly distributed on a localization 
disc whose boundary is the localization circle of radius u .. t 
lVl 
that is centere~ on the launch site. Each weapon determ~nes 
a weapon damage disc of radius re that is included within the 
localization disc. Since weapon damage circles do not overlap, 
the area of the localization di~c covered by the weapon damage 
discs is nn r 
C 
2 Cons~quently, the probability p that the 
launching submarine will 'be on or within a weapon ddmage 
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circle is Since che maxl~um ~rea o~ the loca~i-
zation disc that can be covered bv n weaoons is n~r ~ pis a 
- • C -
maximum and is determined by che following equation: 
( 2) p = 
2 2 
n r / (u.,~t) 
C J.•J 
given the weapon placement strategy can be implemented. A neces-
sary condition for this is then rc 2 <' (u.,t) 2 or equivalt::ntiy 
M 
re;< uMt/Trv'n. Consequencly, ::or n > 2, the first evasive motion 
strategy and the first weapon placement strategies are not 
optimal strategies. Howev~r, Danskin's dnalysis in Reference 2 
in effect implies that given a submarine's speed is to remain 
constant during the evasive motion, the second evasive motion 
strategy and the second wea~on pldcemenc strategy are optimdl 
in a practical sense. This is the case even though the analysis 
corresponds to a sequential detonation of weapons rather than. 
a simultaneous one. 
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V. The Third E•1asive :vtotion Strategy 
Suppose that an opponent's weapon ;,lacer.tent strategy is 
assumed to include the following action: ~lace a weapon ctt 
the launch site. In addition, suppose that is is also reasonable 
to assum~ that the weapon damage ranger <r . The third motion 
C ·- 0 
strdtegy is based on these assumptions and the criterion: ~ake 
your position ac the time of weapon placement as uncertain as 
possible beyond th~ range r
0
• It is defined as follows: After 
missile launch, choose a ccurse, speed and depth using the 
first evasive motion strat~gy. Maintain the COULSe and <lepth 






/uM dfter the l~unch. At that time, set a speed u so 
that each speed between O and uM is equally likely. Then vary 
the speed with time so that at any time T >t
0 
after the launch 
With this evasive motion strategy, at the time of weapon deto-
nation, a launching submarine's posit.i.on will be uniforu1l:_; 
distri0uted between the two concentric circl~s of radius r
0 
and uMt chat are centered on the launch site. An argument 
for Equation 3 is.in App8ndix 2. 
Th~ third weapon placement strategy is based on the criter-
ion: Make pas large as possible given a launching submarine 
uses t;1e third 1notion. strc1tegy. It is defined a:; follows: 
Place n wea~ons at points on or between concentric circles of 
C) 
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and uMt - r
0 
that are centered on the :aunch sice 
subject to the constra.i.nt t:hat wed.poll daa1ag;: circles cannot 
overlap. For the third evasive motion strategy, at the ti~e 
of weapon detonation the launching submarine is loc..:atE:d ac a 
random point which is u11iformly d.i.stribute<l on a local.i.zacion 





t that are centered on the launch site . 
•• Since the area of 
the localization disc that is covered by weapon damage discs 
is n11r, the probability p that a launching submarine 
C 
. th. d . · · 2; [ ( t · 2 on or wi in a weapon amage circie is n re uM, 
will be 
2 - r ] 
0 
And, since the maximum area of the localization disc that 
can be covered by n weapons is 2 niir , 
C 
pis a maximum and is 
deterruined by the following equation: 
( 4) 
" ? 2-, 
p = n r I!. I [ ( uMt) - - r J 
C r 0 
giv~n the wedpon pldcement stratE:gy can be implemented. A 
necessary condition for this is that n r 2 < [(u ~) 2 - r 2] 
C - M 0 
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To the degree that the model on which the analysis in t~is 
report is based is relevant, the analysis suggests the follow-
ing: If the time between launch detection and weapon detona-
tion is expected to be short, the first evasive motion strateqy 
should be considered. Otherwise, the second and third evasive 
motion strategies should be considered. The third evasive 
motion strategy satisfies the desire for flight from the launch 
point. In pa,rticular, if a submarine used the strategy and an 
opponent placed a weapon at the launch point and then followed 
the second weapon placement strategy, then p would be given 





= re. However, if r
0 
~ re or the opponent used the second 
weapon placement stra~egy without modification, the analysis is 
more complicated. Because of this, Equation 5 is provided onl:' 
in order to supply some basis for evaluating the third evasive 
motion strategy u~der conditions where it is assumed that an 
opponent ctv2s not know a submarine's evasive motion strategy. 
Plots of pas a function oft are shown in Figure 2 based 
on Equation 1 and Equation 2, in Figure 3 based on Squation 2 
and Equation 4 and in Figure 4 based on Equation 2 and Equation 
5. 
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Plots of pas a function oft based on 
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based on 
knots, r 0 and 
= 4 weapons. 
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5 for uM = 20 
miles, .. and n = 4 weapons 
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The values of the parameters ~or the ~icures were chose~ 
to provide a numerical perspective to the equations. Otherwise, 
they have no special significance. 
Clearly, the choice of an evasive motion strategy should 
be ased on a more general model than that considered here. For 
example, the model should certainly account for geographic con-
straints. One way of extending the analysis would be to intro-
duce uncertainty with respect to the damage radius re' an 
opponent's knowledge of the precise launch point and an opponent's 
ability to precisely determine a weapon's detonation point. 
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With the second evasive mution model, fur an O9r-,onent, 
at any time~ after a missile launch, th~ launching subnarine's 
position is to be uniformly distributed over a disc that is 
bounded by a circle of radius u.1t centered on the launch point. 1• 
To determine a stochastic process that will achieve this, take 
the launch point as the origin of a rectangular coordinate 
system. Then the submarine's coordinates at any time t after 
the launch will be random variables X{t) and Y(t) whose distri-
bultions will be determined by a two dimensional stochastic 
process. In ord~r for the submarine's po~ition to be uniformly 
distributed over the disc, the joint density function of X(t) 
and Y(t) must be given by: 
fX(t) ,Y(t) (x,y;t) 1 
. 2 2 
= I nuM t 
Where X2 y2 2t2 + ~ UM With R(t) the submarine's range: frum 
the origin and $(t) the submarine's bearing from the origin 
relative to the positive y-axis, X(t) = R(t) sin ~(t) and 
Y ( t) = R (.;) cos ·~ ( t) where R ( t) and ,~ ( t) are randvm variables 
th~t are determined by a related two dimensional stochastic 
process. Based on this, the joint distribution uf R(t) and 
$(t) is given by: 
f R ( t) , 9 ( t) ( r ' qi; t) 
2 2 
= r/ lTUM t 
where 0 ,S r ~ uMt and_ 0 ~ ¢ < 2 rr , sine~ r is the jacobian 
of the transformation. Since the range of p anJ rare 
15 
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independent, by considering their ~a~ginal distribu~ions, it 
can be seen that ¢(t) and R(t) are inde~endent. In ?articular, 
¢(t) has a uniform distributed with density function 
f¢(t) (~) = l/2n where O ~ ~ < 2n and R(t) has a triangular dis-





0 ~ r ~ uMt. The conditions on the distributions of R(t) and 
¢(t) can be satisfied as follows: At launch choose a speed U 
from a triangular distribution with density function 
f
0
(u) = 2u/uM2 and a course e relative to the positive y-axis 
from a uniform distribution between O and 2n. ~1aintain the 
chosen course and speed throughout the evasion. Then, since 
¢(t) = 0, the requirement on the distribution of ¢(t) is 
satisfied. And, since the jacobian of the transformation froM 
the distribution of U to R(t) is 1/t, the requirement on the 
distribution of R(t) is satisfied. Consequently, X(t) and 
Y(t) have the required distribution for any value oft> O. 
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;~ Appendix 2. The Third Evasive ~otion Speed Process ~\ 
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.._.. Based on the results in Ai?pendix 1, a submarine I s position ~ 
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is uniformly distributed at -r > t
0 
between the concentric 
circles of radius r
0 
and uMt that are centered on the launch 
site if at t the following conditions are satisfied: Its range 
and bearing from the launch site are indepenaent; its bearing 
from the launch site is the value of a random variable unifor~lr 
distributed between 0° and 360°; and its range from the launch 
site is the value of a random variable R(-r) that has a cumula-
tive distribution function given by: 
F [ 2 2]/[' .2 2] R ( T ) ( r , T ) = r - r O \ UM t J - r O 
where r
0 
< r ~ uM i~ a value of R(-r). Now define a random 
varia.bh: by P = FR( r) [R(t) ;-r]. Since FR(-r) (r;-r) is a curnt.la-
tive distribution function, P has a uniform distribution 
between O and 1. Next suppose that for all times t > t
0 
the 
submarine's position is uniformly distributed between the con-
centric circles of radius r
0 
and uMt that are cent~red on the 
origin and that the R(t) are correlated so that the submarine's 
ranger varies as a continuous function of time and such that 
FR(t) (r;t) ~ p where pis constant and a value of P. This 
requires that the following equation be satisfied: 
~ 6) - r 
0 
2 
Differentiating Equation 6 with respect tot gives: 
( 7) u ( t) 
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for continuity at t
0
, let u = p uM where u = u(t
0
). 
Since pis the value of a random variable P, Equation 7 defines 
a random variable U (t) and u = p u.1 defines a .random variable L' 
U which has a uniform distribution between O and uH. Replacing 
pin Equacion 7 by u/uM gives Equation 3 subject to the con-
ditions under which it is defined. 
Ast becomes large, the values of U(t) approach 
[u uM]~ = p½uM the geometric mean of the starting speed and 
the maximum speed. As r
0 
approaches O, the values of U(t) 
½ approach the geometric mean p uM fer all t > O. For r
0 
= 0 
½ and all t > 0, the values of U(t) equal p uM and its cumulative 
distribution function is given by FU(t) (u) 
2 , 2 = u ;uM where 
0 < u < uM. This is the cumulacive distribution function of - [ 
the speed for th~ second evasive motion strategy. Note, with 
respect to the continuity condition used above, with r = 0 
. 0 
there is a discontinuous change from a uniform distribution 
to a criangular distribution. However, for r
0 
= O, the initidl 
speed distribution could just as well have been a triangular 
distribution. 
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